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Lessons from my blind rescue dog.
—Wherever you are, find the dog-peo-

ple.
—The only things in life that matter 

are people and food. 
Although not neces-
sarily in that order.

—You learn every-
thing you need to 
know about a person 
by the way they talk 
to you.

—When you are 
blind, friends are very 
important. If you 

hang around the wrong ones, you’ll get 
lost.

—Food tastes SO good.
—But not broccoli.
—If you do enough of the things that 

scare you, you won’t be scared of those 
things anymore.

—Out of all the animals on the earth, 

humans are the only ones who can be 
cruel.

—Sometimes, no matter 
how hard you try, you 
will end up peeing 
in the house. 
So just 
remember, 
if you DO 
pee indoors, 
try not to walk 
through your 
own puddle.

—There is no such 
thing as a little triumph.

—Being afraid is okay. Everyone gets 
afraid. But being afraid doesn’t have to slow 
you down. You can be afraid and be strong 
at the same time. In fact, sometimes the 
strongest creatures are also the most afraid.

—If you DO, however, walk through 

Lessons from a blind dog

SEE DOG ON PAGE 2
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Here are just a few of the  
many animal lovers in Anderson  

who have rescued local creatures  
in need of care: 

Ralo is my foster fail from Anderson 
County PAWS, my second foster. He was 
put in the shelter Halloween of 2023, and 
I decided to start fostering him in January! 
We fully adopted him just a few weeks ago! 
– Heidi M. 

#1 - Siggi - found on the street alone at 5 
wks old with broken hip. Adopted from Too 
Broke Girls rescue

 #2 - Moo - dumped at Mercy Center in 
Anderson at 4/5 months old

 #3 - Bear - dumped in my neighborhood 
after being adopted from Paws. 

 #4 - Scamp - also found alone in Laurens 
as a less than 8 wk old puppy. Adopted from 
Too Broke Girls rescue – Lolly W.

 Thank you for caring about rescues!
I have baby blue birds that I saved from 

my outdoor cats-they were trying to get 
them out of the blue bird box and I had no 
choice but to intervene...they are hand fed 
and doing well...they will be ready to fly 
soon. – Lorie

Our rescue is Lady. We rescued her from 
Greenwood Humane Society over a year ago. 
– Mary Catherine W.

Meet Bailey. We adopted her from PAWS 
in January, 2023. Bailey was found in a trash 
bag along with 2 of her siblings on the side 
of the road 2 miles from PAWS. – Riley T.

We rescued Chance in November 2021 
and Riley in February 2022, both from 
Australian Shepherds Furever. – Al D.

We rescued Rudy in 2008 from Freedom 
Fences. – Carrie R.

 We found ‘Pita’ on Wham Road, May 16, 
2013. This is after she was ‘cleaned up’. – Lisa 
C. 

Meet Buck. Rescued from PAWS 2014. 
Big Ol’ Baby! – Leslie B.

My sweet Sophie! She darted in front of 
my car one evening. I slammed on brakes 
and my husband jumped out and grabbed 
her. She won our hearts then and still does. - 
Rosanne K.

Dog
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

your own ginormous puddle of pee, and 
your feet become wet with puppy urine, 
whatever you do, DON’T climb onto 
Dad’s bed with your pee-feet and put your 
paws on his pillow and root around like 
you are searching for exotic truffles.

—There is no value in celery.
—Or spinach.
—Life is far easier if you have a bad 

memory.
—Follow the voice of someone who 

loves you and you will be okay.
—The most valuable possession you 

own is your trust. But trust has a shelf life. 
So give it to someone fast or it will spoil.

—Children are always nice to blind 
dogs.

—People in hotels do not like it when 
you sniff their butts at the communal cof-
fee machine.

—If someone loves you, they will prove 
it to you with a treat.

—When you get lost in your own back-
yard, just make a lot of noise. The human 
who loves you will be there shortly.

—Lack of empathy is the same as abuse.
—The person who feeds you supper is 

probably your true friend. But the person 
who shares his Mexican takeout food with 
you, including his queso dip, AND lets you 
eat on his bed, is the truest kind of friend 
there is.

—You can’t pay attention to bad things 
and good things at the same time.

—Squirrels are weird.
—Books are good for chewing. 

Especially the books your dad bought on 
Amazon about training dogs.

—Dogs were not created to poop on a 
leash.

—Sometimes, humans like to shout 
during televised college football games, and 
they cuss a lot, too. This is very disturbing.

—Especially when Tennessee beats 
Alabama.

—Occasionally, in the middle of the 
night, if you get scared, or disoriented, or 
you can’t remember where you are, just 
find your best friend. Press your cold nose 
against your friend. And that friend will 
hold you tightly.

And even though you are frightened, and 
your world is so dark, and you sometimes 
wonder why all this bad stuff has happened 
to you, you’ll feel okay because you’re not 
alone. And ultimately that’s what scares dogs 
(and humans) the most, is being alone. But 
you’re not alone. Nobody is. Not ever.

—There is no such thing as an evil 
dog-person.
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Ready for a checking account that’s

MUSIC 
TO  
YOUR 
EARS?

Additional Information: Account approval, conditions, qualifications, limits, timeframes, enrollments, and other requirements apply. $50.00 minimum deposit is required to open the account. At least 10 monthly POS debit card purchases post and settle to your 
account, enrollment in online or mobile banking, and enrollment in eStatements are conditions of this account. *The refund is limited to $5 per month and is based on purchases from iTunes, Google Play, and Amazon.com. Limit of 1 account per social 
security number. There is no Monthly Service Fee to open or close this account. Contact one of our bank service representatives for additional information, details, restrictions, reward calculations, processing limitations, cycle dates and enrollment 
instructions. Trademarks: iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. Amazon.com is a registered trademark of Amazon.com. Google Play is a registered trademark of Google, Inc. Apple Inc., Amazon.com and Google, Inc. are not participants in or
sponsors of this program. Kasasa and Kasasa Tunes are trademarks of Kasasa, Ltd., registered in the U.S.A.

Free Kasasa Tunes® checking includes:
 Refunds for what you buy online
Includes iTunes®, Amazon®, or Google Play™

Plus, get refunds on ATM withdrawal fees nationwide!
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BUILD YOUR OWN BUSINESS

2024

DHEC
February 15th

Branding &
Message

March 21st

ServSafe
May 16th

Paid Advertising &
Marketing

June 20th
Business Plan

Writing

July 18th

Funding
August 15th

Growth in a
Commissary

September 19th
Social Media

October 17th
Food Service

Etiquette

November 16th

City of Anderson
Economic Development

c i t y o f a n d e r s o n s c . c o m

A  y e a r - l o n g  s e r i e s  t o  h e l p  y o u  B u i l d  Y o u r  O w n  B u s i n e s s !
O u r  2 0 2 4  B Y O B  p r o g r a m m i n g  l i n e u p  i s  g e a r e d  t o w a r d s  f o o d  e n t r e p r e n e u r s  a s  w e  c e l e b r a t e

t h e  o p e n i n g  o f  t h e  C i t y ’ s  s h a r e d  k i t c h e n  i n c u b a t o r — 1 1 0  N o r t h  K i t c h e n  +  C o m m i s s a r y !

T h e  C i t y  o f  A n d e r s o n  p r e s e n t s :

Monthly workshops held the 3rd Thursday.

12:00pm-1:30pm | 102 North Murray Ave.

Lunch is provided |  Registration required

A program designed to equip

you with the information, skills,

and resources in order to

create a successful business. 

The sessions feature topic

experts who will give you the

tools to build your business.

All sessions are free! 

RSVP to

fmilford@cityofandersonsc.com

or 864-231-2605
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Ann K. Bailes

CLEMSON’S OWN 
CCC COMPANY

BY RICH OTTER
The Clemson Civilian Conservation Corps 

Company 4486, SCS-17, was formed pursu-
ant to executive order creating the corps by 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in March of 
1933 as part of the New Deal to combat the 
Great Depression. It was one of what were 
known as the “alphabet 
agencies” that included the 
Agriculture Adjustment 
Administration (AAA), 
the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA), 
the Works Project 
Administration (WPA), 
and other abbreviated 
agencies such as the FEA 
and NRA. 

The Clemson 
Company, one of 98 such 
camps in South Carolina 
and including Anderson 
County residents, was 
not actually created until 
November of 1939. It was 
a late-comer built on a 
hilltop west of Clemson College. At the time, 
the enrollees had to be between 18 and 28 
years of age, and in good physical condition. 
They had to pledge up to six months tenure 
and be US citizens. They could serve as many 
as four periods. Few were high school grad-
uates. Nationally, some 70 percent were mal-
nourished. Many were illiterate, and most had 
no work experience other than part-time jobs 
or seasonal farm work. 

At the Clemson camp there were about 
200 participants. Most were from South 
Carolina. They worked a minimum of 40 
hours per week and were paid $30 per month 
of which $25 was sent home for their family. 
The camp was run like a military facility. 
When the program was created, it was esti-
mated that 54 percent of young men in the 
country were unemployed. Under the program 
they were to work on conservation projects. 
One known local member from Anderson 
County, Louie S. Brock, was an ambulance 
driver.

The Clemson camp functioned from 
August 1940 through June of 1942 when all 
young men could be in the military during 
World War II. They lived in four barracks 
with a recreation hall and a mess hall. There 
were extracurricular activities such as baseball, 
boxing, shooting pool and ping pong. They 
were outfitted in khaki uniforms and ties 
for dress and had denim pants and shirts for 
work. Educational programs were available 

with classes taught by Clemson graduate stu-
dents. Their library was reported as having 
650 volumes. 

The Clemson CCC members primarily 
were engaged in conservation programs, work-
ing on both public and private lands. Most of 
the participants were said to have come from 

rural communities. Much 
of their work was to reha-
bilitate overworked land. 
They planted trees on old 
fields, built “check” dams 
in gullies, planted kudzu 
(to the exasperation of 
later inhabitants), and 
cleared and drained wet-
lands. Private land owners 
could request conservation 
assistance.

They were involved 
with erosion control, flood 
management, and forest 
protection, including 
fire suppression and dis-
ease control procedures. 
Although they were 

restrained from activities that would compete 
with paid labor, they were getting useful train-
ing. Their lifestyle also prepared them for mili-
tary discipline in the soon to follow world war.

Most importantly, the program gave the 
participants some funds badly needed for 
themselves and their families, helping to ful-
fill a great unemployment dilemma. It was 
constructive, instructive, and helped to avoid 
some from getting into mischief. Many of the 
former enrollees, after World War II, became 
community leaders in business, agriculture, 
and government. It had been an important 
training ground affording opportunity where 
none may have otherwise existed.

In May and June of 1942, the Camp 4486 
buildings were dismantled and moved to 
Camp Croft in Spartanburg, a World War II 
Army Replacement Center. A tribute to the 
Civilian Conservation Corps remains with a 
statue, “Iron Mike” at Oconee State Park.

In addition to local former enrollees who 
achieved success, some nationally recognized 
CCC members include movie actors Raymond 
Burr, Walter Mathau and Robert Mitchum, 
boxing champion Archie Moore, baseball 
notables Stan Musial, player/manager Red 
Schoendienst, and WWII ace and test-pilot 
Chuck Yeager.

A list of the members of the Clemson 
CCC Company may be found online by typ-
ing: Civilian Conservation Corps Clemson SC 
Camp 4486.

Late spring is a lovely time to be at 
the farm. Rain has kept all the greenery 
fresh and bright, and gentle breezes blow 
through the deck. Bugs aren’t bad yet. 

Most of all, the 
temperatures are 
still reasonable, and 
the humidity is not 
through the roof. 
We’ve got to enjoy 
this before July and 
August hit.

A Carolina wren 
has chosen to build 
her nest inside the 

lid of our propane tank. The baby birds are 
carefully protected inside that lid, even if 
some nosy lady briefly lifts it to see them 
inside. Their mama sneaks around the cor-
ner of the building to feed them while I am 
sitting here, apparently thinking that I can’t 
see her like when she takes the direct route. 

The blueberries are getting ripe. After 
three years of losing most of them to late 
frosts, we are finally going to get a decent 
crop. Sweet little granddaughter is going to 
get introduced to picking blueberries this 
year!

The cicadas have died down. For awhile 
they were so loud that not much else could 
be heard, and we found a number of dead 
ones on the deck. They come out every 13 
years, they mate, they lay eggs that become 
nymphs and burrow into the ground, and 
then they drop wherever they happen to be 
when they run out of steam. 

I won’t talk about the occasional snakes 
that we see, since this is supposed to be an 
uplifting newspaper. But other reptiles are 
more positive. Right now I am looking at 
a little brown lizard on the deck railing. It 
has jumped up to the hose looped around 
the rail, and is sunning itself as I watch. 

Yesterday, while I was out on the golf cart, 
I saw a box turtle in the middle of the 
mowed field. Its head was cocked to the 
right, and it was not at all bothered by my 
presence.

And of course, bird sounds abound 
everywhere. Early spring was a great time 
for migrants, but now the birds we hear 
are the ones who have come to stay for 
the summer. I’ve written about our purple 
martins, but we also hear the sounds of 
bluebirds, cardinals, Carolina wrens, chick-
adees, and many more. Sometimes more 
unusual birds make themselves known. 
Yellow-billed cuckoos can be heard deep in 
the woods, as can white-eyed vireos. Mike 
saw an orchard oriole recently.

We just watched three turkey hens at 
the other end of our field, with probably 
a dozen babies with them. Even at that 
distance, when they saw me move to get 
my camera, they quickly herded their little 
ones back into the woods.

I can relax here better than anywhere 
else. And this is the best time of year to 
relax and enjoy all the springtime life here 
in the country.

Late spring in the country
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Neal Parnell

Kim von Keller

If you follow the news like I do, you’ll 
know that there is a lot going on in Europe 
right now as nations of the continent bat-
tle for influence. I’m not talking about the 
European Union elections, though, or even the 
meeting of the G7 heads of state. For millions 

of people across the 
globe, what’s going on 
now is far more import-
ant, and it’s time to pick 
a side.

I’m talking about 
the 2024 UEFA 
European Football 
Championship, or Euro 
Cup Tournament, which 
is being held in multiple 

cities across Germany. For fans of international 
football (the one where the ball is round and 
nobody wears helmets), it’s one of the biggest 
events of the year. The first match was played 
on June 14; my team, Scotland, lost, but there’s 
still hope. The tournament will continue 
until July 14, when the final is held in Berlin. 
Twenty-four European nations are slogging 
it out for bragging rights that will last at least 
until 2026, when the FIFA World Cup will be 
held in Mexico, Canada, and the United States.

The Euro Cup is played every four years, in 
the even-numbered year between World Cup 
tournaments. If the World Cup is like Senior 
Prom, the Euro Cup is more like a Friday-night 
dance, with each country checking out the 
others’ moves. Which teams will be invited to 
the Big Dance two years from now, and which 
teams will sit at home and watch “The Breakfast 
Club” and eat ice cream straight from the car-
ton? There are even fashion hits and misses to 

assess. My favorite is the Netherlands, with its 
orange-on-orange background and pops of royal 
blue. Sadly, its red and white checks gives the 
Croatian jersey the look of a picnic tablecloth.

If you’re new to international tournament 
play, the Euro Cup is a great place to start. First, 
pick a team to follow. The first tournament 
I followed was in 2016, and I chose Iceland 
because, one, it was their first time in the tour-
nament, and, two, their coach was a dentist who 
did the football thing on the side. This year, 
I’m choosing Scotland because a rabid fan once 
helped us change a car tire near Loch Lomond.

After that, pick your sports bar. DO NOT 
watch the Euro Cup matches at home unless 
you’re hosting a party. The joy of watching 
international football is cheering and booing and 
yelling and, curiously, humming the opening 
riff of the White Stripes’ “Seven Nation Army” 
when your team scores. And because of the six-
hour time difference, games that are played in 
the German afternoon are being watched in the 
American East Coast morning, so no one will 
be judgy if you’re having a pint at 10 a.m.

Finally, if you don’t think you know enough 
about international football to watch in public, 
there are only two moves that count. When 
your team scores, jump to your feet, arms in 
the air, and holler like a banshee. When the 
other team scores, lower your head, face in 
hands, as if your favorite dog died. It’s a very 
emotional game, so give it your all.

The Euro Cup isn’t the only continental 
tournament; other continents have tourna-
ments as well. So pick a team now. The World 
Cup arrives on our shores in just two years, 
with some matches being played as close as 
Atlanta, and you need to be ready for the battle. 

IN A EUROPEAN BATTLE, 
IT’S TIME TO PICK A SIDE

I’m sorry to do this, I know you’ve found 
some time to get comfy, relax, and read this 

newest edition of The 
Electric City News, but 
I’m afraid that’s just not 
going to be possible. 
You knew before you sat 
down, but you thought 
that maybe, just maybe, 
this time would be 
different. You’ve made 
it to page four and I’m 
guessing right about now 

your phone is vibrating and alerting you to 
an important text, the cat starts meowing, the 

doorbell rings, or a missing shoe emer-
gency requires your urgent attention. 
In the back of your mind, you know 
that anytime you need to sit quietly, 
decompress, and take a deep breath, 
someone or something is waiting at the 
end of that deep breath to unleash a 
torrent of peace-altering interruptions 
designed to ravage and steal any sem-
blance of calmness, however, you keep 
trying and believing that a peaceful 
time will come. 

Don’t fret, I have just downloaded 
and printed certificates that proclaim 
that I have now graduated from 
HUSH UNIVERSITY and SHHHH! 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE, and I am now 
qualified to guide you through this annoying 
time by providing you with the tools you need to 

be able to contemplate and read in quiet solitude. 
First, we’ll tackle the one thing that 

intrudes into our lives more than any other, 
the Phone. I’m not here to insist it is to be 
shut down or kept from vibrating, but in my 
exhaustive five minutes of higher education, 
my new technique of inserting the phone 
into a baggie between two slices of Bunny 
bread will soften the vibrations and volume 
while allowing only minuscule annoyance to 
the user. I call it the “Cell Sandwich”. As for 
the constant Meowing, my newly acquired 
artificial intelligence tells me that the only 
way to silence a feline, temporarily, is to divert 
its attention elsewhere, namely FOOD. My 

genius level of common sense suggests 
that for the Ding! Dong! Doorbell, 
an Amazon Prime sale on Noise 
Cancelling Headphones is in order, and 
since you’re already online, go ahead 
and purchase a couple of GPS tracking 
chips to insert into the kid’s shoes. 

Great! I see you’ve made it back to 
finish what you’ve started, and maybe, 
just maybe, this time will lend itself 
to the serenity you need to make it 
through Your Connection to Local 
News, Sports, People, and Happenings. 
So settle in, find the reading place 
where you left off, take another deep 

breath, UH, OH...BUZZ! BUZZ!, MEOW!, 
DING! DONG!, MOMMY! Oh well, I tried. 
Interruptions are a part of life, they are going 
to happen every day, in fact, if you don’t have 
interruptions, it’s possible that you aren’t alive. 

I now know why it takes authors years to 
write their books, even if they decide to move 
to a quiet little snow-covered town to finish a 
novel, there will be disturbances...Oh wait!, I 
think I just described how Stephen King got 
the idea for MISERY. 

I take back my beginning apology. I think 
you will be able to finish reading your Electric 
City News, there’s really no rush, and I prom-
ise I will only interrupt you twice a month.

INTERRUPTED 
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Vampire Penguins
Contact number is 864-209-0004

Website:  www.vampirepenguin.com 
Email: vppowdersvillesc21@yahoo.com

Shaina Cagle (Owner/ CEO)
Vampire Penguin Powdersville

Mobile Dessert TrailerMobile Dessert Trailer

Matty’s Pattys
864-559-8182

info@mattyspattys.com
www.mattyspattys.com

Facebook:  MattysPattys.SC
Instagram:  MattysPattys.SC

Frios Gourmet Pops
Phone: 864-883-9229

Email: anderson@friospops.com
Website: friospops.com/anderson

Facebook: friosanderson
Instagram:friosanderson

Blake Daniel, Owner/OperatorBlake Daniel, Owner/Operator

Green’s Lobster Roll
3131 North Main Street

864-772-5812
greenslobsterroll.com

rina.green777@gmail.com
Facebook: Greenslobsterroll
Instagram: GreenslobsterrollInstagram: Greenslobsterroll

Simpell Sammies
Krysta Simpson   864-340-2539

Info@simpelltreats.com
www.simpelltreats.com

Facebook: SimpellSammies 
Instagram: SimpellSammies

Calhoun’s Tropical Sno
420 Calhoun Road   Greenwood, SC 29649

Contact Info: Brad Calhoun
864-992-0369

calhountropicalsno1@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/calhountropicalsno/about/

LOBSTER ROLL

GREEN'S

Support Your Local Food Trucks!
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The image above is a copy of the 
Savoy Brown album cover, Street Corner 
Talking, released in 1971. 

It was the inspiration for a paint proj-
ect in the mid-’70s at the Bailes family 
home. The older siblings inherited most 
of the artistic talent and used a bathroom 
wall in the home as a canvas. The teens 
pooled their art supplies and began to 
draw a replica of the album cover chang-
ing some wording on the signs and details 

to represent Anderson. Once the drawing 
was finished, they did allow some of the 
younger siblings to participate in the 
painting process. And most recently, land-
marks and icons of Anderson were added 
by The Electric City News writer, Neal 
Parnell. 

See how many Anderson references 
you can find. Email your list to 
electriccitynews@gmail.com and the 
winner who finds the most will win a prize!

STREET TALK
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Kristine March

community
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BY JULIE BARTON
Former President of Anderson Heritage, Inc.

In May, 1985, the following quote 
appeared in the Yorkville Bulletin:

“Old buildings are not ours. They belong 
partly to those who built them and partly to the 
generations of mankind who are to follow us.”

This belief became a guiding principle for 
Anderson Heritage, Inc. Since 1973 count-
less volunteers have worked to preserve and 
restore historically and architecturally signif-
icant structures in Anderson. Community 
leaders who supported the goal of preserving 
the past for the future accomplished extraordi-
nary work in the field of preservation.  Many 
of Anderson’s most charming and archi-
tecturally important sites still stand today 
due to the diligence and dedication of the 
members of Anderson Heritage, Inc. Early 
leaders of the organization were visionary in 
their unshakable belief in the value of preser-
vation at a time long before it was “on trend’. 
It is in honor of these visionary leaders that 
current members of the Anderson Heritage 
Board of Directors took a bold step. It was 
unanimously decided that funds long held 
in an Endowment should be distributed to 
organizations in the community which are 
currently striving to do the important work of 

preservation and restoration. Four impactful 
gifts have been distributed to the Anderson 
County Museum, the 
Anderson Arts Center, the 
City of Anderson and the 
TBA initiative (To Benefit 
Anderson) of the Foothills 
Community Foundation. 

The Anderson Heritage 
Board of Directors stipulat-
ed to the Anderson County 
Museum that funds were 
exclusively for the mainte-
nance and upkeep of Miss 
Frierson’s Schoolhouse and 
other assets received from 
the organization. Funds to 
the Anderson Arts Center 
were designated for capital 
improvements to either of 
their historic structures, the 
Carnegie Building or the 
Arts Warehouse, or to the 
retirement of debt on the 
property. Portions of the 
disbursement to the City of Anderson were 
designated to the Church Street project, Silver 
Brook Cemetery and the Gateway Markers 
project. The Foothills Community Foundation 
was charged with directing their funds to a proj-

ect of the TBA Initiative (To Benefit Anderson) 
which aligns with the former mission and vision 

of Anderson Heritage, Inc.
It is rare that a non-prof-

it organization is able to 
declare, “Mission, accom-
plished!” But that is the 
case for Anderson Heritage, 
Inc. Past leaders, volunteers 
and donors have been hon-
ored and past goals have 
been generously funded 
for future accomplishment. 
Thanks to the unified voice 
of the Board of Directors, 
Anderson Heritage, Inc. 
has been able to direct final 
and impactful gifts to the 
community. After 47 years, 
the charter of the organi-
zation will be suspended 
by the SC Secretary of 
State. Anderson Heritage, 
Inc. will achieve Emeritus 
status as an organization 

no longer active on the front lines of historic 
preservation, but always supportive of the goal 
of preserving the past for the future.

PUBLIC NOTICE 
FOR LIEN

Pursuant to SC Statutory Law, 
personal property from the 

following unit will be sold on 
April 2, 2020 at 12:30 PM at 

Stowaway Self Storage, 
4350 Highway 24, 

Anderson, SC 29626. 
Items can be viewed at

www.storagetreasures.com.

Unit #C19 – L. Vaughn – Unit 
appears to have - Refrigerator,

electronics, grill, rug, 
loveseat, couch, tables, 

chairs, mattress, night stand, 
dressers, household goods.

Property being sold to satisfy 
a lien for storage rent.

Terms of sale: Cash Only

Unit availability subject to 
prior redemption by tenant.

Preserving the past for the future

IR
T-

18
48

E-
A

edwardjones.com
 Member SIPC

Shane Hunt, AAMS® 
Financial Advisor

1508 N Fant St 
Anderson, SC 29621 
864-224-2955

864-716-0560 • www.glennmep.com

We specialize in HVAC, Electrical and Plumbing
Service Residential and Industrial

Provide Certified Technicians for all repair needs

I’m obsessed with perfume. I always have 
been. It just temporarily takes you some-
where. It can bring back beautiful memories 
or make you feel like you’re on a tropical vaca-
tion, even if you’re simply standing in your 
bedroom about to go do something mundane. 

Perfume dates back to 1370 when they 
made it for Queen Elizabeth, but it really 
goes back even further when incense oils were 
made to cover up grimy smells and cast away 
evil spirits. I could talk all day about the his-
tory of perfume, but today I’m going to tell 
you a few good ones you need on your vanity 
or dresser. The first one is a forever favorite 
of mine and it’s been around a while, since the 
early ‘90s. Givenchy Amarige will always be a 
classic. It has Oriental notes of violet, mimosa, 
orange flowers and plums. It’s a warm spicy 
fragrance that people will stop you on the 
street and say “what perfume are you wearing” 
and it’s probably the most affordable one out 
there. If you don’t already have it, get it. 

Another one I love that’s a bit on the light-
er side and perfect for the summer season is, 
Issey Miyaki L’eau D’issey. I recently went to 
his official store in Manhattan and it was so 

posh just like his fragrances. It’s a very clean 
and modern scent. It’s aquatic and woodsy yet 
super feminine. With notes of lotus flowers 
and fresh rose. It’s just a must. The price point 

is also really good. It’s 
also an oldie, but goody 
and will never go out of 
style. Last but not least, 
is a unisex fragrance. 
Byredo makes a perfect 
one called Gypsy Water. 
Its notes are made of 
juniper and pine needles. 
Its aromatics are spicy 

and floral. The pros are it has that evocative 
nostalgia I mentioned earlier and the cons are, 
it’s a bit short lasting and it’s at a much higher 
price point, but still a gorgeous fragrance and 
it comes in a really sleek bottle. All of these 
scents are unusual and not really talked about 
anymore besides the last one I chose. 

What are some of your favorites? What 
brings back that reminiscence to you? 
Remember to make the sidewalk your runway 
and kindness always matters. Don’t forget to 
buy yourself some perfume, y’all. You deserve it. 

PERFECT PERFUMES
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movie night
IN WREN PARK
Friday, May 17 – Super Mario Bros @ 8:35pm

Friday, June 14 – Little Mermaid @ 8:55pm

Friday, July 12 – Jaws @ 8:55pm

Friday, August 9 – Top Gun @ 8:35pm

Friday, October 25 – Coco @ 6:50pm

FREE AT CAROLINA WREN PARK!
Paid for by the City of Anderson Accommodations Tax
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Offerings IncludeOfferings Include  

Kitchen Rentals for Food Production 

Commissary Kitchen 

Cold + Dry Rentable Storage  

Prep Space 

Demonstration Kitchen 

Retail Space  

Business Education + Support Programs 

                                                                                     

Coming Soon!Coming Soon!

A Creative Culinary Experience.

The City of Anderson will open 110 North Kitchen +
Commissary, Anderson’s first shared kitchen for food

entrepreneurs who want to start or grow their business. 
Opening this January! 

Located downtown Anderson at 110 North Murray Avenue.  

For more information, contact us at
 fmilford@cityofandersonsc.com.  

Offerings IncludeOfferings Include  

Kitchen Rentals for Food Production 

Commissary Kitchen 

Cold + Dry Rentable Storage  

Prep Space 

Demonstration Kitchen 

Retail Space  

Business Education + Support Programs 

                                                                                     

Coming Soon!Coming Soon!

A Creative Culinary Experience.

The City of Anderson will open 110 North Kitchen +
Commissary, Anderson’s first shared kitchen for food

entrepreneurs who want to start or grow their business. 
Opening this January! 

Located downtown Anderson at 110 North Murray Avenue.  

For more information, contact us at
 fmilford@cityofandersonsc.com.  

NOW OPEN!NOW OPEN!



As I write this article, the sun 
has been up about 30 minutes. A 
slight misty fog is still in parts of the 
pasture, and deer are having break-
fast or finishing up their midnight 
munch fest. In the past month ish, 
they’ve been out of the woods a lot 
more all times of day. I guess they 
know one of their favorite buffets is 
well stocked. It can be discouraging 
to see blooms eaten off flowers, 
and surprising to see other plants 
eaten that I don’t remember them 
eating before. For the most part, 
they peruse the front garden and 
save walking down the sidewalk for 

the middle of the night. Thankfully, 
after bushhogging, deer have been 
enjoying the fresh growing grass, 
and clover too. I try to do No Mow 
May for pollinators, particularly 
because there is a lot of clover in the 
yard. The yard only got cut once in 
May. It was a clumpy, lumpy mess, 
but so what. It was fine on the next 
cutting.

A friend who has lots of deer 
in her yard told me she sprays deer 
repellents, and it works. My first 
thought was I’ve got too much to 
spray. But about three years ago, 
I decided to order some Bobbex. 
It didn’t get opened the first year. 
The stuff stinks even unopened. 
But when an angelwing begonia 
had all its flowers eaten one night, 
I decided to mix up a batch. What 
was the point of buying it if I wasn’t 
going to use it? It worked! And it 
just took a little misting of the plant. 

Plus, I only sprayed it one or two 
more times that year. Yay! After 
that success, I started misting some 
of the deer’s favorites. The stuff 
smells horrible for a bit but it fades 
within an hour or so. I’ve been told 
by other gardeners that they rotate 
what they spray.

Because of deer, I gave up on 
mophead hydrangeas many years 
ago. Shady spots are too close to 
woods. Two were moved inside 
the fence. They are where the air 
conditioner drips out, so they get 
a bit of much needed water, par-
ticularly because they are in too 
much sun. I’m looking for a small 
shrub to plant that can be limbed 
up and give them some shade. The 
other mophead hydrangeas were 
bushhogged. There are two in the 
small area at the back of the breeze-
way. Deer would have to walk up 
onto the breezeway, and down the 

steps, to get to them. There is room 
to put one or two small growing 
hydrangeas in this area. It would be 
chocked full, but I might. Oakleaf 
and limelight types at the edge of 
the yard are pruned up and look like 
ice cream cones because of deer. But 
so be it. It is not easy to put fence 
around everything.  

One Annabelle hydrangea 
(Hydrangea arborescens) is at the gar-
den shop area and a patch of purple 
phlox (Phlox paniculata) is mixed in 
with it. This phlox is also a favorite 
of deer. Mother Nature cut me a 

break and deer missed 
these two this year. Once I 
realized the hydrangea was 
growing, I sprayed it to see 
if the stuff worked for this 
one. It did!! For the first 
time ever, as I remember, 
Annabell is blooming 
beautifully. 

Bobbex directions say 
spray both sides of foliage 
and use it within five days 
of mixing the concentrate. 

I have followed mixing directions 
to the T but have not used the mix 
within five days. Nor do I spray 
both sides, just mist the plants. 
Mixing in a gallon sprayer, it goes a 
long way. I’m debating on using the 
sprayer that pulls along behind the 
lawnmower and spray most of the 
front garden. But if deer get used to 
it, then it may not work on special 
individual plants. I may do a trial 
run with just water in the sprayer to 
see how low the level can be for it 
for it to still spray and how much it 
takes. Or just stay with plan A.  
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YOGA IN THE PARK!

Hosted by Anderson Yoga Center and
FREE in Carolina Wren Park

YOGA IN THE PARK!
May 5 @ 6:30pm

June 2 @ 7pm

July 7 @ 7pm

August 11 @ 7pm

September 8 @ 6:30pm

SUSAN 
TEMPLE 
master 
gardener

THE GARDEN SHOP

GARDENING WITH DEER

Beautiful Annabelle
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BE A PART
OF OUR

SHOP LOCAL
DIRECTORY!

CALL (864) 221-9269 OR (864) 934-1477

BE A PART
OF OUR

SHOP LOCAL
DIRECTORY!

CALL (864) 221-9269 OR (864) 934-1477

1300 Pearman Dairy Rd
Anderson 29625

Phone: 864.780.0210

Hours: Tues - Friday 10 til 6
Saturday 10 til 5
Sunday 12 til 5

Closed MondayClosed Monday

Centerville Pickers Market
Antiques, Furniture & Home Decor

1300 Pearman Dairy Rd
Anderson 29625

Phone: 864.780.0210

Hours: Tues - Friday 10 til 6
Saturday 10 til 5
Sunday 12 til 5

Closed MondayClosed Monday

Centerville Pickers Market
Antiques, Furniture & Home DecorBE A PART

OF OUR
SHOP LOCAL
DIRECTORY!

CALL (864) 221-9269 OR (864) 934-1477

Rain Walker
Lawn Service 

• ALL TYPES OF YARD WORK •
• GRASS CUTTING •

(864) 712-1088

Turner 
Photography

Instagram: 
@_jc_turner_photography_

Website: 
jcturnerphotography.com

Email: 
turnergirl03@yahoo.com

Phone: 
864-982-0564

BE A PART
OF OUR

SHOP LOCAL
DIRECTORY!

CALL (864) 221-9269 OR (864) 934-1477
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FROM THE SHELF

community

Sara Leady

Anyone who knows me and my reading 
habits knows I normally avoid nonfiction. 
It’s cliche, and librarian blasphemy, but my 
avoidance essentially comes down to “it’s 
boring.” I respect the hell out of you hardcore 
nonfiction readers, but my brain needs its 

escapist book candy. All 
that said, I can get down 
with some ‘narrative 
nonfiction.’

‘Narrative Nonfiction’ 
is basically nonfiction 
that reads in a very fic-
tion-esque manner, or 
feels more casual and 
conversational, rather 
than stone-cold facts. A 

super popular nonfiction writer that writes 
in the ‘narrative’ style is Erik Larson (Devil in 
the White City). Another phenomenal one is 
Steve Sheinken; he writes more for juvenile 
readers but is very much 
worth the look if you 
dig Larson. My personal 
favorite narrative non-
fiction writer is Mary 
Roach.

Oh, Mary Roach. 
Where to even begin 
with the brilliance of her 
odd, off-kilter, deeply 
researched books. I say 
odd and off-kilter large-
ly because the topics 
she chooses to take a 
very deep dive into are 
always just, well, odd and 
off-kilter. The smaller 
part of that description 
comes from her delight-
ful wit and dark humor 
that she brings along 
with her through every 
hands-on research trip. 
Roach’s approach to 
research is to go as knee 
deep in the content as she possibly can, lia-
bility waivers and occasional hazmat suit in 
tow.

My intro to Roach and her writing 
was Stiff: The Curious Lives of Human 
Cadavers, where she gives you a history of 
and current use for cadavers. She opens 
Stiff by narrating her walking into a medical 

school classroom full of severed heads neatly 
laid out in rows across tables. The opening 
for Stiff is, “The human head is of the same 
approximate size and weight as a roasted 
chicken. I have never before had occasion to 
make the comparison, for never before today 
have I seen a head in a roasting pan.” Like I 
said, she’s a bit kooky.

FUZZ: When Nature Breaks the Law 
takes a deep dive into nature behaving 
“badly” by ignoring the “laws” of humans 
and the resulting interactions (conflict) 
between the two. Considering that a favor-
ite quote in my household is “There is con-
siderable overlap between the intelligence 
of the smartest bears and the dumbest 
tourists,” I knew I was going to immensely 
enjoy the wild ride I was about to take with 
Roach.

Roach starts out with her attendance 
of a WHART (Wildlife-Human Attack 
Response Training) conference that’s led by 
a grizzled (pun intended, ‘cuz grizzly bears), 
group of veteran Canadian game wardens. 
The focus of the conference is looking at 

animal attacks and 
how to not just prevent 
them, but also accu-
rately identify the true 
culprit(s) behind any 
related deaths. While at 
the conference, Roach 
learns delightful tidbits 
like the real way to tell if 
a bear is going to attack 
you is whether or not its 
claws are retracted (not 
very helpful), or whether 
its ears are pricked up 
or laid flat (significantly 
more helpful; flat is bad).

Roach starts in North 
America with interviews 
and ride-alongs with 
various wildlife officers 
and then expands across 
the globe. With hilarious 
chapter headings like 
“Maul Cops” (see North 
American wildlife offi-

cers), Roach looks at several different animals, 
some rotted falling trees, and a lot of different 
scenarios that aren’t necessarily violent, just 
annoying (and sometimes hilarious). One of 
my favorite things I learned from FUZZ is 
that elephants have a penchant for grain alco-
hol, but have a low tolerance and tend to be 
angry drunks.

Another fun fact is that the animal 
that has caused the most human deaths 
or injuries relating to collisions with 
airplanes are in fact deer, not birds. 
Speaking of birds, I’m pretty sure I 
want to be an albatross when I grow up 
as they are literally not ruffled by any-
thing, as the military learned in their 
attempt to combat the constant crashes 
caused at Midway military base. The 
attempts to curtail, remove, or control 
the albatrosses by the military led to 
multiple studies and closing of the 
base (albatross 10+, military 0).

The reading of any Roach title 
will have you acquiring all kinds 
of random knowledge. What I’ve 
mentioned is merely what I’ve 
insisted on including. A Roach pro 
tip? Make sure you read all the 
footnotes too, some serious gems 
hidden there.

FUZZ: When Nature Breaks the Law 
by Mary Roach

‘There is 
considerable 

overlap 
between the 

intelligence of 
the smartest 

bears and 
the dumbest 

tourists.’
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2010 GMC YUKON SLT
STK#P6550 ..........................$12,888
2013 LEXUS RX 350
STK#25315C .......................$16,488
2017 AUDI SQ5 PLUS QUATTRO
STK#25858A .......................$18,488
2016 TOYOTA AVALON HYBRID XLE PLUS
STK#25896A .......................$18,488
2022 FORD F-150 XL
STK#25315C ....................... $33,745
2021 PORSCHE MACAN
STK# 25531A ..................... $43,609
2023 TOYOTA SIENNA
STK#P0682 ..........................$44,999
2023 TOYOTA BZ4X LTD
STK#25633A .......................$32,525
2023 TOYOTA TACOMA
STK#PP7738 .......................$42,155

2020 TOYOTA TACOMA
STK#25594A .......................$33,988
2023 TOYOTA COROLLA SE
STK#25502A .......................$24,499
2024 TOYOTA GRAND HIGHLANDER
STK#25622A .......................$52,498
2023 TOYOTA SIENNA LTD
STK#P3644 ..........................$54,988
2018 TOYOTA AVALON TOURING
STK#25150B .......................$25,488
2024 TOYOTA COROLLA LE
STK#25680A .......................$23,488
2024 TOYOTA RAV4 HYBRID
STK#25696A .......................$41,377
2021 CHEVY CAMARO 1LT
STK#25632A .......................$26,899
2024 TOYOTA GRAND HIGHLANDER
STK#25707A ....................... $52,147

2022 FORD TRANSIT CONNECT XL
STK#25477A .......................$26,498
2022 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE L LTD
STK#P1569 ..........................$36,495
2022 CHRYSLER PACIFICA HYBRID LTD
STK#P3877 ..........................$30,988
2022 CHRYSLER PACIFICA HYBRID LTD
STK#P8183 ..........................$30,798
2024 JEEP WRANGLER RUBICON
STK#P2078A .......................$52,798
2024 CHEVY SILVERADO 1500
STK#25794A .......................$42,799
2020 TOYOTA CAMRY LE
STK#P9265A ....................... $19,488
2021 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS
STK#25788A .......................$18,788
2013 TOYOTA 4RUNNER SR5
STK#25865B .......................$20,988

WE WANT TO 
BUY YOUR CAR!
Used car values are currently at an 
ALL-TIME HIGH. Your car is 
probably worth more than you think.

GET TOP DOLLAR FOR 
YOUR VEHICLE! 
WE’LL BUY YOUR VEHICLE EVEN 
IF YOU DON’T BUY FROM US

ANY YEAR • ANY VEHICLEWE SELL ALL MAKES, 
ALL MODELS, 

ALL THE TIME.

4008 Clemson Blvd. 
Anderson, SC 29621

Ask for Marty Crossley or Evan Rainwater 
for your personalized deal.

800-868-8066
Prices plus applicable tax, tag, title, registration and includes $224 closing fee. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Picture for illustration purpose only. 6/16/24

PRE-OWNED 
CENTERSHOWROOM 

HOURS:
MON.-FRI.

8:30AM-7PM 

SATURDAY

8:30AM-6PM

RalphHayesToyota.com

OVER 100 VEHICLES TO CHOOSE FROM!


